Flexi AC 1200

Create up to 30% more warehouse capacity
Flexi AC 1200 works in just 1642mm (EURO) or 1762 (ISO) aisles to BITA GN9 (FEM) standards.

Lift heights to 10 metres
Designed to bring Flexi articulated space saving and handling efficiency to users of all popular pallet types.

Stacking performance
True radius 1200mm wide chassis and “Artic” over rotate feature allows safe, fast pallet put away, block stacking and drive in

Low Triplex mast
Lift masts are standard triplex full free lift, to suit most operating conditions including low doors and pallet rack bridge bays.
EASY BATTERY CHANGE
Low rear lift off or roll off for fast changeovers. Good access for battery topping. No electric motors, brakes or pumps underneath.

FORWARD FACING SEAT
High quality adjustable full suspension seat with operators lumber support.

COMPACTION FRONT AXLE AC POWER
Latest AC technology for fast acceleration and safe controlled braking. Integrated fault finding and monitoring. Easy turning in very narrow aisles.

STEEL PLATE BATTERY COVER
Detailed steel plate rear panel protects traction battery. Narrow 1200mm wide rear chassis allows minimum stacking aisles. Block stacking and drive in rack operations to be serviced. Lift off or roll off design creates low-centre of gravity and unrivalled high lift stability.

TOUGH SUPER-ELASTIC TYRES
Flexi AC 1200 front twin drive wheels provide excellent grip and traction in slippery conditions when fully loaded. Continental MC20 super-elastic finger tread tyres for extended service life and resistant to damage.

TILTING “CLEAR VISION” MAST
Flexi’s famous “clear vision” triplex mast design with integrated format. Integrated Kaup side shift fork carriage as standard for excellent class leading fork tip visibility.

PARCEL BAY
Conveniently located behind the operator and suitable for carrying a roll of plastic film or any other material that needs to be close to hand.

AC 1200 STANDARD FEATURES
- 220º Over articulation
- Independent power steering motor
- Twin LED working lights
- LED reversing light
- Integrated diagnostics for operator
- Optional 1250mm wide chassis

HIVIS OVERHEAD GUARD
The unique ‘HIVIS’ twin post safety guard combines maximum visibility and complete overhead protection for the operator.
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